The Scholastic.

Devoted to the Interests of the Students.

"Vita Sine Literis Mors Est."


Canadian Correspondence.

College of St. Laurent, Canada East, January 9, 1873.

Editor Scholastic—Mr. Editor: A vailing myself of the invitation extended to "all the students of the colleges under the control of the Congregation of the Holy Cross" to write for the Scholastic, I venture to give you an account of our seance at the close of '73, hoping it will not be altogether uninteresting to the readers of your widely circulated journal.

A grand Dramatic and Musical Entertainment was given at the College of St. Laurent on the 29th December, 1872. At two o'clock, p.m., the doors of the splendid college chapel were thrown open, and the Rev. F. Beaudet, C.S.C., Superior, attended by the Rev. F. Mehan, Assistant Superior, Rev. F. Guy, Master of Novices, Rev. F. Shortis, Editor of the "Spectator," followed by the invited guests, members of the Community, students and visitors, entered, and took the seats assigned them.

Amongst the many distinguished gentlemen present, we noticed the Rev. F. Bonin, S. J., of St. Mary's College, Montreal; Rev. F. Belanger, Superior of St. Vincent's College; Drs. A. Delaugne and Finnet; Messrs. A. Secours, N. P.; E. H. Oulette, P. M., etc.

At half-past two, p.m., the Entertainment opened by the representation of the English drama entitled "St. Louis in Chains," in three acts. The beautiful drama was rendered in a manner which reflects great credit not only on Mr. Thos. Walsh, C.S.C., under whose auspices it was got up, but also upon the young gentlemen who took leading parts in the play. The play is a master-piece, and one more appropriate for college representation could not well be chosen. It paints character strongly, and shows the powerful effect that stern devotion to religion and love of country may exercise over even the most implacable enemies of the Cross. The scene is laid in the gloomy dungeons of the Mahommedan sultan, Almohadam, during the Crusades. The story concerns itself with the imprisonment and final liberation of the renowned "St. Louis, King of France." The characters of the two heroes are strong and passionate; and being frequently brought into contrast, they give room for a great deal of fire and the drawing out of much feeling. These parts were well rendered, and the play of the opposite motives of the originals truly and naturally exhibited. Mr. James Coyle, of Providence, R. I., sustained the part of "St. Louis," and the role of "Almohadam" was enacted by Mr. John Bowles, of New York city, Mr. Wm. Meenan, of Providence, as "Octoi, Chief of the Mamelukes," was certainly a success. He had caught the spirit of his part, and spoke not only with discrimination and emotion, but to these accomplishments brought a graceful figure and dignity of bearing which added considerably to the effect. Master Harvey Gilmore, as "Prince Philip, Son of St. Louis," understood his role well. He has the materials of an accomplished actor. Master James St. Louis, as "Advaris," Mr. Burke as "Osman, an Egyptian Prince," and Mr. James McCarthy as "Almohadam," each in his individual sphere was excellent. The rich and well-fitting costumes added much to the "tout ensemble." The drama of "St. Louis" was followed by a French piece entitled "Felix Pautre." Apart from the spirited manner in which this piece was rendered, it was made doubly interesting from the fact that the hero, "Felix," was known to many present, and is actually living in Montreal. The scene is laid in Montreal during the rebellion of 1838, and depicts in a lively manner the events and occurrences of that stirring period. "Felix Pautre," one of the leaders of the Rebellion, by feigning madness escapes the gallows from which he would most assuredly have been hung had he not played his part in real life so well. Time and space will not permit a description of all the actors, but I cannot close without honorably mentioning Mr. Horace Myron, who, as "Felix Pautre," was perfect. Mr. Godfroi, as "Pautre Père," was admirably true to nature. Mr. Ogden sustained the role of "Carmel, the Traitor," exhibiting a just appreciation of that difficult part. Mr. Clement, as "Tolino," a comic character, displayed considerable histrionic talent. All the other performers performed with equal taste and attention, and the interest in the performance was kept up to the closing scene.

The Montreal Orchestra, of eighteen instruments, under the direction of Mr. Sassours, discoursed sweet music. Among the pieces was the famous "Cérphée de Bagdad," splendidly executed. We were also favored with the "Heart that fears no sorrow," artistically performed by the "St. Laurent Brass Band." At the close, Master Denis McCarthy of New York city, in a few well-timed remarks in English and French, thanked the audience for the uniform and respectful attention they had observed throughout the entertainment, as also the great encouragement they had given us by their presence. The audience then separated, much pleased with the dramatic and musical treat they had enjoyed at St. Laurent.

After supper, the Orchestra kindly volunteered to favor the students with some choice music; and Mr. Labelie, director of the Orchestra, and a professional comic singer, gave some inimitable specimens of the art morseque.

There was enjoyment enough for one day, and at half-past ten all retired to dream of plots and chains, and victory and music.

D. &
**Scaring a Serenader.**

Last night our reporter was going home, at a late hour, he heard in the distance sweet strains of music, or at least what he first supposed to be music, but which proved to be principally "strains" and other dismal sounds that seemed to come from a boxom, raked with anguish, or a stomach overloaded with green fruit. Safely our reporter drew near, and at last discovered whence the sounds proceeded. A youth whose upper lip the barber could not have slipped off of his razor-blade over more than twice stood leaning against a gate post, with his eyes fixed upon a chamber window in the second story of the house before him. In his hand he held a guitar, upon which he picked with the air of one who is not certain he is on the right string, while from his parted lips came the following song:

I have lo-hoved the-he, Zula Zo-hong,
Fo-hor ih-hy life was all a so-hong—
"Twa-has all a chee-hearful smi-hile;
Twa-has su-humbine all the whi-hile.

Here the young man, seized to spit and fill up again with wind, and then struck into the chorus:

Oh, Zu-hula, moulder-hing Zu-hula,
Si-bulent is thy silver so-bong !
Oh, Zu-hula, De-harling Zu-hula,
De-hear departed Zu-bula Zo-Dong-oD.

De-here departed Zu-bula Zo-Dong-oD.
The singer here took a rest of a few minutes, looked anxiously down the street to see that no policemen were in sight, then, throwing a peculiar plaintive sound in his voice, he sang:

When the mo-hoom is ab-i-hling o'er the la-hake,
Oh, the-hen I'll thi-hink of thee he-he hee !
Oh, the-hen, Oh, the-hen I'll thi-hink of the-he !

Here the front door was suddenly opened, and a sepulchral voice said, "Sick him, Tige!" and out bounced a dog about the size of a flour-barrel, and with a good set of natural teeth. The singer turned a back somersault out of the gate, and with the dog nipping at his coat tall at every jump, disappeared down toward the heart of the city. Our reporter turned and left the spot, but not until he had seen a middle-aged man in a single garment with an abbreviated narrative, rolling over in the hall-way convicted with mirth, and saying, whenever he stopped laughing long enough to say anything: "Oh-the-hen—Oh-thehen, I'll thi-hink of the-he."

The reporter had walked several blocks from where the scene described occurred, when he met the dog returning with a wild expression in his eye, and a pair of suspenders and a portion of a coat-tail in his mouth. Such is life.

**Our Chinese Correspondent.**

(If it is unnecessary, we hope, for us to disclaim solidarity of sentiment with Ah Cheek, D.D. We publish his letters because he boldly maintains his views from his stand point.—Ed.)

Mr. Erron. I have just heard from the papers that Louis Napoleon, ex Emperor of the French, is dead, and that he died in a land whose inhabitants from time immemorial have been the "natural enemies" of the French. Is this new discovery to me, though I have no doubt it has never struck your opaque perceptive powers, that Christianity has never been able to reach in the Western nations that pride which we "pagans"—are we termed by ignorant European barbarians, and I accept the terms—consider the great prerogative of man, and that which renders him great and powerful. Christians theoretically profess to follow the maxims of the Bible, which teaches humility and forgiveness, many of them are at bottom excellent pagans like myself, and can enter on successful competition with the best pagan of us all in pride and unforgiveness. That is a chieftain condescension to me, I need not state. If I do not good to hear Christians call two Christian nations, "nats at e-moves." They may talk as much as they please about Christian charity, and forgiving injuries, and all that sort of thing—that is like you barbarians saying beauty is—only skin deep, but it does not touch the heart. Many of you are good pagans, proud and revengeful at heart, and I rejoice to see that you come out so frequently, and so strong in your natural colors.

Napoleon III was a man according to my heart. He exercised all those qualities which render a man truly great and distinguished. Like the great Bismarck, he was proud and grasping—two qualities essential in a mighty ruler. And though it is not to be supposed that such men could ever equal the great Emperor of China, the Brother of the Sun and Moon, yet, as you barbarians say, to give the devil his due he passes in a rare degree in public and unforgiveness. That is a chieftain condescension to me, I need not state. If I do not good to hear Christians call two Christian nations, "nats at e-moves." They may talk as much as they please about Christian charity, and forgiving injuries, and all that sort of thing—that is like you barbarians saying beauty is—only skin deep, but it does not touch the heart. Many of you are good pagans, proud and revengeful at heart, and I rejoice to see that you come out so frequently, and so strong in your natural colors.

Napoleon III was a man according to my heart. He exercised all those qualities which render a man truly great and distinguished. Like the great Bismarck, he was proud and grasping—two qualities essential in a mighty ruler. And though it is not to be supposed that such men could ever equal the great Emperor of China, the Brother of the Sun and Moon, yet, as you barbarians say, to give the devil his due he passes in a rare degree in public and unforgiveness. That is a chieftain condescension to me, I need not state. If I do not good to hear Christians call two Christian nations, "nats at e-moves." They may talk as much as they please about Christian charity, and forgiving injuries, and all that sort of thing—that is like you barbarians saying beauty is—only skin deep, but it does not touch the heart. Many of you are good pagans, proud and revengeful at heart, and I rejoice to see that you come out so frequently, and so strong in your natural colors.

Napoleon III was a man according to my heart. He exercised all those qualities which render a man truly great and distinguished. Like the great Bismarck, he was proud and grasping—two qualities essential in a mighty ruler. And though it is not to be supposed that such men could ever equal the great Emperor of China, the Brother of the Sun and Moon, yet, as you barbarians say, to give the devil his due he passes in a rare degree in public and unforgiveness. That is a chieftain condescension to me, I need not state. If I do not good to hear Christians call two Christian nations, "nats at e-moves." They may talk as much as they please about Christian charity, and forgiving injuries, and all that sort of thing—that is like you barbarians saying beauty is—only skin deep, but it does not touch the heart. Many of you are good pagans, proud and revengeful at heart, and I rejoice to see that you come out so frequently, and so strong in your natural colors.

Napoleon III was a man according to my heart. He exercised all those qualities which render a man truly great and distinguished. Like the great Bismarck, he was proud and grasping—two qualities essential in a mighty ruler. And though it is not to be supposed that such men could ever equal the great Emperor of China, the Brother of the Sun and Moon, yet, as you barbarians say, to give the devil his due he passes in a rare degree in public and unforgiveness. That is a chieftain condescension to me, I need not state. If I do not good to hear Christians call two Christian nations, "nats at e-moves." They may talk as much as they please about Christian charity, and forgiving injuries, and all that sort of thing—that is like you barbarians saying beauty is—only skin deep, but it does not touch the heart. Many of you are good pagans, proud and revengeful at heart, and I rejoice to see that you come out so frequently, and so strong in your natural colors.

Napoleon III was a man according to my heart. He exercised all those qualities which render a man truly great and distinguished. Like the great Bismarck, he was proud and grasping—two qualities essential in a mighty ruler. And though it is not to be supposed that such men could ever equal the great Emperor of China, the Brother of the Sun and Moon, yet, as you barbarians say, to give the devil his due he passes in a rare degree in public and unforgiveness. That is a chieftain condescension to me, I need not state. If I do not good to hear Christians call two Christian nations, "nats at e-moves." They may talk as much as they please about Christian charity, and forgiving injuries, and all that sort of thing—that is like you barbarians saying beauty is—only skin deep, but it does not touch the heart. Many of you are good pagans, proud and revengeful at heart, and I rejoice to see that you come out so frequently, and so strong in your natural colors.
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O'Reilly passed a very creditable examination before the Committee on Tuesday evening of last week. He is a young man of splendid education and fine abilities, and unostentatiously will make his mark in the profession he has chosen. A bright future is before him, and he has our best wishes for his success."

We wish the young lawyer all the success he deserves.

---

**Roll of Honor.**

[Under this head are given each week the names of those students whose conduct was in every respect satisfactory during the week preceding the given date.]

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17, 1873.

**SENIOR DEPARTMENT.**

F. Butler, W. Brant, A. Bing, C. Berdel, M. Bastarache, R.
Boyle, G. Brown, J. Brown, J. Bezue, M. Allen, A. Allen, P.
sey, J. Devine, C. Dodge, W. Dodge, T. Dood, J. Eisenmann, M.
Foste, B. Gorman, J. Gill, W. E. Hamburger, J. Gillispie, J. E.
Hogan, E. Halpin, D. Halloway, J. Hand, J. Ireland, C. Johnson,
Glynn, E. Moneyn, D. Maloney, E. Monahan, J. Murphy, J.
McAllister, T. Murphy, A. Mooney, J. McCormick, E. Mc.
Sweeney, E. Mullin, E. McLaughlin, P. O'Meara, C. Proctor,
R. Roberts, E. Spilkey, G. Stack, F. Serafard, J. Scherel, A.
Taggart, S. Valdez, W. Van't Woud, C. Vinsan, T. White, G.
Walter, H. Walker, J. Wolfe, W. Wallace, T. Watson, J. Ward,
J. Bogum, G. Cranberry, H. Zeiler.

**JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.**

G. Amans, B. Baca, W. Ball, W. Breen, L. Busch, P. Bros.
seau, C. Burger, J. Burks, M. Blake, J. Carew, M. Casey, B.
Casey, J. Callaghan, J. Daly, P. Daly, H. Easling, J. Ewing,
W. Fletcher, G. Flinchum, C. Furer, G. Gross, W. Gross, J.
m, L Hlshen, K. Hutches, A. Kleine, A. Kreiter, W. Kin.
non, W. McVaho, S. Marks, W. Morgan, E. Midburn, F. Miller,
O'Connor, J. O'Neill, A. Ried, C. Ried, J. Simms, A. Schmidt,
H. Sheppard, A. Schiffer, W. Schulties, L. Whalker, S. Wise, O.
Waterman, J. Williams.

**MINOX DEPARTMENT.**

H. Faxon, C. Faxon, E. Cleary, F. Crig, J. Murphy, J.
mont, C. McKinnon, J. Hilliard.

J. F. Edwards, Secretary.

A well known Judge, when he first went to the bar, was a very blustering speaker. On one occasion, when he was trying a case involving a right of property to a lot of pigs, he said:

"Gentlemen of the jury, there were just twenty-four pigs in that drove; just twenty-four, gentlemen—exactly twice as many as there are in that jury-box."

One day last week a lady in the country wrote for a piece of music with sentimental words that almost silently flow from the depth of concealed sorrow, revealing a sad heart's tenderest emotion in a tone that would almost melt an iceberg and crumble adamant to dust, and in a postscript informed them that her "paugh" would be up next week and pay for it.

**GEOGRAPHICAL CONUNDRUM.**—If the world is round, how on earth can it come to an end?
Semi-Annual Examination,
Held January 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, and 31, 1873.

The Written Examination took place on the 24th and 25th. The Oral Examination begins on the 27th.

BOARDS OF EXAMINATION.

REV. A. LEMONNIER, C.S.C., President—General Supervisor.

CLASSICAL COLLEGIATE BOARD.
Rev. M. B. Brown, Presiding.
Rev. A. Lounge, Assistant.
Rev. F. Lauth.
Rev. W. O'Rourke.
Rev. F. Thiele.
Prof. T. E. Howard, A. M.
Prof. M. A. J. Baasen, A. M., Secretary.

CLASSES TO BE EXAMINED.
Moral Philosophy; Second, Third, and Fourth Greek; First, Second, Third and Fourth Latin; English Literature; Rhetoric; English Composition; also the Preparatory Classes in Latin and Greek.

SCIENTIFIC COLLEGIATE BOARD.
Rev. J. O'Connell, Assistant.
Mr. J. Zahn, C.S.C.
Prof. W. Ivers, A. M.
Prof. A. J. Staez, A. M.
Prof. D. A. Clarke, M. S.
Adj. Prof. T. F. O'Mahony, B. S., Secretary.
Prof. Schnurrer.

CLASSES TO BE EXAMINED.
Astronomy; General Geometry and Calculus; Trigonometry; Second Geometry; First, Second, and Third Algebra; Chemistry; Physics; Zoology; Physiology; Mineralogy; Botany.

COMMERCIAL BOARD.
Rev. A. Lemonnier, Presiding.
Prof. L. G. Spong, LL.B., M.A.
Prof. A. J. Lyons, A.M.
Prof. W. Ivers, A. M.
Prof. T. E. Howard, A.M.
Prof. D. A. Clarke, M.S., Secretary.
Prof. C. J. Lundy, M.D.

CLASSES TO BE EXAMINED.
Book-Keeping; Commercial Law; First and Second Arithmetic (Sr.); First Arithmetic (Jr.); Geography and U.S. History (Sr.); First Geography and U.S. History (Jr.); Modern History (Sr.); Modern History (Jr.); First English Grammar (Sr.); First English Grammar (Jr.).

PREPARATORY COURSE—BOARD OF ENGLISH BRANCHES.
Rev. E. Lilly, Assistant.
Mr. D. E. Hudson, C.S.C.
Bro. Benjamin.
Bro. Albert.

Bro. Leander.
Prof. C. A. B. von Weller.
Adj. Prof. J. Edwards, Secretary.

CLASSES TO BE EXAMINED.
Second and Third Grammar (Sr.); Second and Third Grammar (Jr.); First and Second Reading (Sr.); First, Second and Third Reading (Jr.); First Geography (Sr.); First and Second Geography (Jr.); First and Second Orthography (Sr.); First and Second Orthography (Jr.); Third Arithmetic (Sr.); Third, Fourth, and Fifth Arithmetic (Jr.)

BOARD OF MODERN LANGUAGES.
Rev. P. Lauth, Assistant.
Rev. A. Lounge.
Rev. F. Thiele.
Prof. M. A. J. Baasen.
Prof. Schnurrer, Secretary.

CLASSES TO BE EXAMINED.
First and Second French; First, Second and Third (Sr.), Third and Fourth (Jr.) German.

MINIM BOARD.
Mr. D. E. Hudson, C.S.C, Assistant.
Mr. J. Shea, C.S.C.
Bro. Albert.
Bro. Celestine, Secretary.

Will examine all the Classes taught in the Minim Department.

The Classes in Music and the Fine Arts will be examined by special Committees selected for the purpose by the President, and at such time during the regular Examinations as he shall appoint.

Matters for Examination in the Various Classes.

CLASSICS.
Moral Philosophy—Author, Mannier; Logic, Dialectics and Certitude.
First Latin—Juvenal, 1st satire, 162 verses; 3rd satire, from 152d verse, 174; 4th satire, 174; 7th satire, 241; Pervitus, 5th satire, 106-569; Quintilian, 10th book, 516 paragraphs.
We did not review. Every week the pupils had a Latin composition or a Latin version. The versions were taken from Terentius, (Andria), or Luciferius. Every Saturday we have exercises, vivavoce, in the Latin language.
Second Latin—First book of Cicero's De Officiis; Horace, Ars Poetica; Arnold's Prose Composition, pages 235-271; Bullions' Latin Grammar; Syntax, Prosody.
Third Latin—Cicero's Orations; 1st and 2nd Catiline and Ar- chias; Arnold's exercises, 50-80.
Fourth Latin—Read 1st and 2d Books of Virgil's ,Aeneid; Arnold's Prose Composition from beginning to page 59; Grammar, from beginning to 20th Rule of Syntax.
Fifth Latin—26 chapters of Caesar; First 35 exercises of 1st and 2d Latin book; in Grammar, all of Syntax and daily lessons in conjunctions, declensions, etc.
Sixth Latin—Declensions of Nouns, Adjectives and Pronouns; conjunctions of Verbs; first thirty exercises and lessons in Arnold's First and Second Latin Book.

Second Division—To be examined on declensions of Nouns 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th declensions; the Adjective to Numerals; from Arnold's First Latin Book, page 1 to 23; sketch of Latin Grammar, from page 125 to 143.
Second Greek—Arnold's Prose Composition, 45 exercises; Demonstratives, ,De Corona," 50 pages; Sophocles, 450 lines.
Third Greek—Memorabilia, Book 1st partially reviewed; Homer, Book 1st of Iliad, and as far as 133 in Book 2d, not reviewed; Grammar (Bullions') as far as the Verb in e inclusive; exercises, Arnold's, 1 to 37 inclusive.
Fourth Greek—Bullions' Greek Grammar, beginning to page
173: Mitchell's New Ancient Geography, page 1 to 152; Greek, Ollendorff, page 140 to 246; Anthon's Aedilis, Book 1st, 25 pages.

Composition Class—Used Bulloz's Grammar; raw as far as Verba in mi; Ollendorff's exercises from beginning, Greek and English to page 63.

English Literature—Shaw's Outlines; principal authors from Chaucer to Pope.

Rhetoric Class—All of Hart's Rhetoric, twice; 15 essays, besides other written exercises.

Composition Class studied Hart's Rhetoric from the beginning of the book to page 147; Punctuation and Capitales, Diction and Sentences.

SCIENCES.


Mineralogy (Dana's)—Crystallography.

Geology (Dana's)—Physiological and Lithological parts.

Human Physiology (Dalton's)—The whole subject.

Chemistry (Barkey's)—Theoretical Chemistry; and of Inorganic Chemistry. Hydrogen and Negative Monads.

Physics (Garou's)—Practical Principles of, and Mechanics of Solids; Mechanics of Liquids; Mechanics of Gases and Vapors; and Acoustics.

Astronomy—Lockyer's work in full.

Trigonometry—Loomis' Treatise entire; together with Meditation and Navigation.

Analytical Geometry and Calculus (Olney's)—Page 1 to 99 inclusive; and in the Calculus 1 to 15 inclusive; no review.

Second Geometry—Six first books; partially reviewed.

First Algebra—Robinson's University Algebra from page 193 to 332; no review.

Second Division—From page 103 to page 332 in Robinson's University Algebra; reviewed the first part of the book up to page 332.

Third Algebra—Robinson's University, as far as Involution.

COMMERCIAL COURSE.

Matter gone over in First and Second Book-keeping Classes:


Modern History (Fredet's)—Seniors: Parts 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th. Juniors: Parts 3d, 4th, 5th, to the Fifth Crusade.

First Arithmetic (Sr.)—Robinson's Higher Arithmetic from page 239 to page 390; no review.

First Arithmetic (Jr.)—Robinson's Higher Arithmetic from page 239 to page 370; no review.

Second Arithmetic (Sr.)—Robinson's Progressive Practical; can be examined on any subject from Fractions to Discount, both inclusive, omitting the subjects of Insurance and Custom-House Business.

Second Arithmetic (Jr.)—The members of this class reviewed Compound Numbers from the beginning of the session up to the middle of the term, when they commenced Percentage, in which they studied and reviewed Commission, Profit and Loss, Insurance, Custom-House Business and Interest. This class may be examined from page 232 to page 246.

First Geography and U. S. History (Sr.)—General questions on Geography of United States, Mexico, South America, and Europe. Leading facts in Goodrich's U. S. History as far as Revolutionary War.

First Geography and U. S. History (Jr.)—Same as 1st Class Senior Department. Mitchell's New School Geography and Atlas are used in both these classes.

Second Geography (Sr.)—Mitchell's New School Geography and Atlas, to page 140.

First English Grammar (Sr.)—Bulloz's Grammar, page 163 to 237; Analysis, 15 pages of the "Dying Soldier's Dream." Second Grammar (Sr.)—Etymology, from p. 17 to p. 158 of Bulloz's Analytical and Practical; partially reviewed; Etymological parsing.

First Grammar (Jr.)—The principal and special Rules of Syntax were studied and reviewed by the members of this class during the session; "Progressive Exercises" were used for parsing exercises.

PREPARATORY COURSE.

Third Grammar (Sr.)—Bulloz's, from beginning to Syntax; also parsing exercises.

Second Grammar (Jr.)—Bulloz's Analytical and Practical English Grammar to Syntax.

Third Grammar (Sr.)—Etymology, Bulloz's School Grammar.

Second Geography (Sr.)—Goodrich's History, 33 chapters; reviewed from 1712; Mitchell's Intermediate Geography, to Map of the United States inclusive.

First Reading (Sr.)—Fifth Reader; American Electionist.

Second Reading (Sr.)—This class uses the Metropolitan Fourth Reader. The members read through the book and are reviewed.

First Reading (Jr.)—Fifth Reader, American Electionist.

Second Reading (Jr.)—Metropolitan Fourth Reader; Examination may take place from page 67 to the end of the book.

Third Reading (Jr.)—Metropolitan Third Reader.

First Orthography (Sr.)—Wilson's Speller; Dictation Exercises from the Fifth Reader and American Electionist.

Second Division—Wilson's Speller and Dictation Exercises.

First Orthography (Jr.)—Wilson's Speller, to page 100.

Second Orthography (Jr.)—Wilson's Speller, to page 80.

Third Arithmetic (Sr.)—Reduction of Compound Numbers, and Denominate Fractions; Robinson's Practical Arithmetic, page 130 to 190.

Fourth Arithmetic (Sr.)—From Fundamental Rules to Multiplication of Fractions.

Third Arithmetic (Jr.)—Robinson's Practical from page 56 to 195, including Common and Decimal Fractions and Compound Numbers as far as Longitude and Time; reviewed Common Fractions.

Fourth Arithmetic (Jr.)—Robinson's Rudiments of Written Arithmetic as far as Decimal Fractions.

Fifth Arithmetic (Jr.)—Robinson's Rudiments, 1st Section, Division of Simple Numbers, pp. 57 to 69; 24 Section, Multiplication of Simple Numbers, pp. 48 to 48.

LANGUAGES.

First German Class—Has studied and reviewed in Meuschen's Grammar from the Article to the Conjunction. In the Third Reader it has translated on page 4, "Gott in der Natur!" on page 568, "Die nusselchen Herschaun!" on page 545, "Der King des Polykrates!" and also a large number of business letters, beginning on page 589. The most choice Compositas in the Reader have been read. Parsing may be asked in any part of the Grammar or Reader.

Second German—Woodbury's Method, pp. 1 to 100, and 368 to 530; German Reader (Adler)—Translations, 61 pages; German reading, writing, spelling.

First Division Third German (Jr.)—Ahn's Method, 36 Exercises; Ahn's Grammar, beginning to Chapter 3; Ahn's Reader, 10 reading lessons translated; German reading, writing, spelling.
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Third German [Sr.]—Abn's Method, 53 Exercises; Abn's Reader, 12 reading lessons translated; Abn's Grammar, as far as Irregular Verbs; German reading, writing, etc.

Second Division—From Abn's First Course of German Language; practical part from page 1 to page 54; theoretical part from page 1 to page 14.

First French—Faquelle's French Course, from page 103 to 155; in French Verb Book they have studied the definitions of the Tenses, and the Geometrical Figures of the Verb "Avoir, être, Aimer, Alter, Envoyer and Finir."


We make room for the Director of Studies this week.

**The heavy snow storm on Thursday caught several of us away from home, and lengthened out to fourteen hours the usual four hours trip from Chicago to Notre Dame.**

**The exigencies of the times demand that all the available room in the College building be turned to the students' use.** The students in the colledge course will soon have a study-hall to themselves. The new study-hall will be ready on the 1st of February. Improvement on a larger scale will be made for the study habits of college students as soon as the contemplated buildings are put up.

**Circulating Library.—This interesting institution is increasing in popularity—and deservedly so.** The stock of books, consisting of about 400 volumes, is gradually in increasing by the addition of well-selected works. It will soon be one of the most valuable library at Notre Dame, although it may not be the largest. Every student who can spare $1.00—i.e., for membership—ought to give his name to the librarian, and in this manner help in developing and finally establishing this praiseworthy undertaking.

**Some college papers, we forget their names, whine over the fact that we devote several columns to Class Reports every week.** We would be charmed to devote our pages exclusively to the edification of those and such like papers, that stand in need of outsiders to prop them up—we like to do charitable deeds—but as we have a prior engagement with our friends and especially the parents of our students, we cannot fill our columns with matter adapted to their capacity of the paper critics. We mention for their benefit that Robinson Crusoe and the Arabian Nights are not out of print, but may be had of Book-sellers generally.

**The Various Dramatic Societies of the College have passed resolutions which are fully supported by the authorities here. It is wise to put in many respects. First, it will afford these Societies means whereby to cover the expenses to which either they or the College are subjected at each Exhibition. Second, it will, we trust, keep out of the Hall the noisy boys who have no business there, and are a source of annoyance to every body. Fifty-cent entrance fees is a very moderate sum which nobody will grumble to pay, inasmuch as its proceeds will go to the improvements of the Hall, etc., etc., etc., etc.

Special yearly tickets of admittance to the Exercises of Washington Hall will be issued at once by the Societies, to their friends and patrons. These tickets will have to be shown to the janitor at the door of the Hall. Persons not provided with said tickets, or such others as may be issued for each Exhibition, will have to pay the fifty cent entrance fee, and take in the Hall the seat which will be appointed them.

**Fly-Catchers.**

**Visitors.—Bro. Augustus, who is never happier than when attending to his duty as cicerone of the College, has been quite busy of late in showing strangers and friends about the College, etc.**

**Stone-Cutting.—Though the weather has been severe, still it has not detered the stone-cutters from chiselling away from "morn till eve" in their little shop by the side of the "steam-house," preparing stone for the buildings which are to rise during the coming warm season, which promises to be a busy one for the masons, etc., at Notre Dame.**

**Re Fluct.—The boiler of which we have said so much is now ready for work again, having been re-fired, but we hope we will not be called upon again to say that it has "fused;" for it will not last one the next time. However, we have no apprehension of this, as the shell has been pronounced "excellent" by one who is competent to judge.**

**Comfort.—Owing to the good management of the steam—which is due to Bro. Narcisse—we hear no one complaining that the College is not sufficiently heated. The fact is, the class rooms, study-halls, etc., are always warm; and though we have had remarkably cold days this winter, yet plenty of steam has been on hand. We like it: it suits us, and we hope it will continue.**

**Good.—Measures are being taken by the Dramatic Associations of the University to rid our Entertainments of those who congregate in the Hall on such occasions and disturb the intellectual portion of the audience by the noise and uproar which they occasion. Re-ordinations, it is said, will soon appear in the Scholastic. Every one must have a ticket, or the "equivalent," to be admitted to the Hall.**

**MISSES ON THE ICE.—On Tuesday of last week, while taking a promenade on the lake, our attention was attracted by the sound of many merry voices. It was the Misses. They had come to skate, and had brought their "family sleigh" along. They had all mounted the skite at the break of the hill and landed safe on the glassy surface of the lake; fun was now their object, and in this all took part.**

**A Display.—Owing to a "fearful muss" we lately made, we omitted to give you an account of the new page which is being added to the book of honor known to be kept open in Washington Hall. A new scene has lately been printed, and but few names have as yet been inscribed upon its back. It will not always be a blank,—so those wishing immortal honors had better make haste.**

**Meteorological.—Weather! what kind haven't we had within the past two weeks,—mild, blue-sky, cold, stormy, warm, pleasant, disagreeable, and in fact all kinds. At one time we saw the rain descending, and from all appearances a January thaw at hand; the highway across the lake had to be abandoned for a time; some wet skating; and finally the earth put on another overgarment of white.**
The Big Bell, as usual, hasn't much to say these times. It leaves the small-fry to do all the talking. Though one day last week, owing to some unknown circumstance, it was heard to speak from its place of retirement. It has been negotiating for a place in the new Church, when finished; and, so far as we can learn, has met with entire success. No doubt it will make frequent hangings there, especially in warm weather.

Optime.—This day week the Literary Societies are to favor us with an entertainment, to which we look forward with delight, knowing as we do that it will be a success. Literary Entertainments are not as frequent as we would wish they were. We often think our Literary Societies are too bashful, for we know that it is neither from want of ability nor strength that they will withhold. But it would appear that those immortal lines of Thomas Gray are applicable to them thus far, this year:

"Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear,
And many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Entertainments of this kind are even more acceptable to the cultivated mind than tragedies and comedies. Indeed we look forward to a treat—a literary treat. Those are the ones that bespeak the intellectual growth of an institution, as well as being the means of bringing to light the genius and talent of those participating; they teach them most valuable lessons. Let every one do justice to himself, his Society, and his Alma Mater.

Sleighing.—Though they complain on all sides of us that there is no sleighing, we cannot thus complain, for we have had upwards of eight weeks' splendid "slipping." It was sleighing when the students went to Niles, as all bear testimony, though it is the last time it has been thoroughly enjoyed by the Seniors and Juniors. We can't, of course, say that it is not enjoyed by the Minims, for since the day they washed the "big ones" face last autumn, until now, they have enjoyed the snow to its fullest extent. They have a sleigh in their yard which one would take for a boat, from the way in which they manage it. It holds one or all, just as the occasion may make, and its excellence as well as being the means of bringing to light the genius and talent of those participating; they teach them most valuable lessons. Let every one do justice to himself, his Society, and his Alma Mater.

Not a few remember Joseph M——, who left Notre Dame some three or four years ago,—not a graduate, however, except perhaps in the doles for niente. Poor Joseph had many good qualities—but letch, for business! he shone or rather outshone everything else in him,—as, one fine day, Joseph was recalled to New York. Since then nothing was heard of him. It is only a few days ago that a letter written on board the receiving-ship Vermont (Brooklyn Navy Yard), apprised us of the fact that Joseph had enlisted or rather had been impressed into the Navy. The school-ship had opened its tender bosom to receive him on his arrival at New York, and since then a clime did Joe see. However, he never forgot Notre Dame, and he makes us the solemn promise that he will not die without casting his eyes once more on the scene of his pulpy days.

Joseph gets now a salary of $15.50 a month, which if hus-banded with economy would soon afford him the means of satisfying his wish. We will have to forego the pleasure of seeing him for sometime, if we judge by the post-script of his letter. "Please send me some stamps."

One thing ought to console Joseph in his hard career: he is the adopted son of a very wealthy lady, and some day, sooner or later, stamps will not be wanting to him.

The Junior Department award a vote of thanks to Mr. McMichael for the excellent lecture on Education which he delivered in the study-room on the morning of Sunday, January 29th, 1873. We hope to have the pleasure of listening to Mr. McMichael soon again.

The "Are Maria."

A CATHOLIC JOURNAL, particularly devoted to the Holy Mother of God. Published weekly at Notre Dame University, Indiana, encouraged and approved by the highest authority of the Church.

The passage of the Are Maria is free from a quarter, or twenty cents a year when paid in advance—either by remittance to the mailing office here, or paid at the subscriber's post office.

The ILLUSTRATED CATHOLIC MAGAZINE.

THIRTY-TWO PAGES EVERY MONTH.

$1.00 PER ANNUM.

PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS.

Send for a Specimen of

The Young Crusader.

Which will be read through and through by every member of the family, young and old.

Volume V begins January, 1873. Subscribe now, by sending One Dollar to the Editor.

Rev. William Byrne,
Crusader Office, Boston, Mass.
$.20,000.

TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PREMIUMS, for Distribution among the 82,000 Subscribers of the CINCINNATI Weekly Enquirer, IN APRIL, 1873.

The number of Premiums are always increased when the number of names exceed the number calculated upon. We now offer the following:

1 Cash Premium of $1,000
20 Cash Premiums of $100 Each, $2,000
60 Stem-winding Watches, $80 Each, 4,800
100 Cash Premiums of $20 Each, 2,000
200 Cash Premiums of $10 Each, 2,000
100 Cash Premiums of $5 Each, 500
100 Cash Premiums of $3 Each, 300
100 Cash Premiums of $2 Each, 200
1270 Miscellaneous Premiums, $2 to $10 Each, 7,200

Making a Total of TWENTY THOUSAND Premiums, Worth TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS.

Every subscriber who remits $3.00 for a year's subscription will have his name registered, and will be furnished by return mail a receipt giving the date and number to which his name is registered, said number being represented by a duplicate in the distribution.

Agents sending 10 names and $3.00 at one time receive a free paper one year and have their names registered as participants for premiums.

Specimen Copies, Posters, Premium Pamphlet and Subscription Blanks sent free to persons desiring them. Address S. R. KING, Agent, South Bend.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Founded in 1842, and Chartered in 1844.

This Institution, incorporated in 1842, was chartered in 1844, and is now in the 32nd year of its existence, and is the oldest institution of its kind in the State. It is situated near the tip of Michigan and Northern Indiana Railroad, and is easily reached from all parts of the United States.

TERMS:
Matriculation Fee, $5.00
Board, Bed and Lodging, and Tuition (Latin and Greek), $100.00 per term
French, German, Spanish, Hebrew and Irish, 12.00 each
Instrumental Music, $12.00
Use of Piano, $20.00
Use of Violin, $2.00
Drawing, $12.00
Use of Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus, $2.00
Graduation Fee—Commercial, $10.00; Scientific, $15.00; Classical, $10.00
Students who spend their Summer Term at College are charged, extra
Payment is made in Installments in advance
Class Books, Stationery, etc., at current prices.
The First Session begins on the first Tuesday of September; the Second on the first Tuesday of February.

For further particulars, address REV. A. LEMONNIER, C.S.C., President.

L. S. & M. S. RAILWAY.

AUTUMN ARRANGEMENT.

TRAINS now leave South Bend as follows:

GOING EAST.

Leave South Bend 10:20 a.m., Arrive at Buffalo 4:05 a.m.

Leave 8:20 a.m., Arrive at Chicago 9:35 a.m.

Leave 7:30 a.m., Arrive at Chicago 9:35 a.m.

Leaves at Buffalo 8:05 a.m., Runs to Elkhart.

GOING WEST.

Leave South Bend 4:25 p.m., Arrive at Chicago 6:30 p.m.

Leave 10:05 a.m., Arrive at Chicago 12:30 p.m.

Leave 8:50 a.m., Arrive at Chicago 10:15 a.m.

Leave 6:40 a.m., Arrive at Chicago 8:55 a.m.

Leaves at Chicago 5:30 a.m., Arrive at Buffalo 8:05 a.m.

Making connection with all trains West and North.

For full details, see the Company's posters and time tables at the depot and other public places.

NEW ALBANY CROSSING.

To make city and Louisville.

Go north—Express passenger, 6:10 p.m.; 8:55 a.m.; 5:20 a.m. Freight, 6:10 a.m.; 8:55 a.m.; 5:20 a.m.

Go south—Express passenger, 8:55 a.m.; 10:46 a.m.; 9:25 a.m. Freight, 1:00 p.m.; 4:45 a.m.

CHICAGO, ALTON AND ST. LOUIS LINE.

TRAINS leave West Side Union Depot, Chicago, near Madison Street Bridge, as follows:

LEAVE. 

St. Louis and Springfield Express, via Main Line, 9:15 a.m. 10:00 p.m.

Kansas City Fast Express, via Jacksonville, Ill., and Louisville, Mo., 9:15 a.m. 10:30 a.m.

Wenona, Luccin and Washington Express (Western Division), 11:45 a.m. 10:40 a.m. 9:40 a.m.

Joliet, Alton and St. Louis Express, via Main Line, 12:05 p.m. 1:00 p.m.

St. Louis and Springfield Light Express, via Main Line, and also via Jacksonville Division, 2:30 p.m. 3:30 p.m. 5:00 p.m.

Kansas City Express, via Jacksonville, Ill., and Louisville, Mo., 3:00 p.m. 5:15 p.m. 2:30 p.m.

PITTSBURGH, FORT WAYNE AND CHICAGO.

Three daily Express trains, with Pittsburg's Palace Cars, are run between Chicago, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and New York without change.

1st train leaves Chicago 8:30 a.m.; arrives at New York 11:30 a.m.

2nd train leaves Chicago 9:00 a.m.; arrives at New York 12:30 a.m.

3rd train leaves Chicago 9:30 a.m.; arrives at New York 1:30 a.m.

Connections at Cressonville with trains North and South, and at Mannfield with trains on Atlantic and Great Western Railroad.

J. N. McCULLOUGH, Gen'l Manager, Pittsburgh.
J. M. C. CURRIE, Assistant Superintendent, Pittsburgh.
P. H. MYERS, Gen.'s Clerk, and Ticket Agent, Pittsburgh.